Students at Ohio university show surprise and regret at finding that the student newspaper will not come out as scheduled. The staff resigned because policies of the Campus Affairs committee were not in accord with theirs.

Altogether these six foreign students at Columbia university came a total of 39,600 miles from their native countries to attend school. They are (seated, from left to right): Miss Arti Sas, from Calcutta, India, a student in Graduate School; Miss Anne Belliere, of Paris, France, a senior undergraduate; and Miss Chua Chin Dang, Shanghai, China, an engineering student. Standing: Wilhelm Aubert, Oslo, Norway; Martin S. Allwood, Malmö, Sweden, and Athanasios Tzolakis, Athens, Greece.

This Great Seal, 150 years old, has stamped a message of brotherhood under the laws of wisdom on more than 250,000 official documents of Union college, Schenectady, N. Y. Lillian Appleby, secretary to the president, is shown operating the seal. She holds an enlarged reproduction.

They Travelled 39,600 Miles

David vs. Goliath

ON ICE!

Watch what happens when the ice-boating champion Art Siebke matches his many skating-class moves against one of the giants of the sport.

ON THE LAST LEG OF LAST YEAR'S CHAMPION SIEBKE (E-123) IS TRAPPED IN THE "WIND SHADOW" OF HIS OPPONENT'S LARGER SAIL.

NICE MILE OUT FROM THE DIRECT COURSE, THE CHAMPION COMES ABOUT ON A STANDBOARDS TACK AND ACES ON TO CUT OFF HIS OPPONENT.

If I CAN'T GET THERE -- I CAN'T FORCE HIM ABOUT.

Racing rules provide that yacht on port tack must give way to yacht on starboard tack.

EXPERIENCE TAUGHT ME THE BIG DIFFERENCE IN CIGARETTE QUALITY. I LEARNED THAT CAMELS SUIT MY "T-ZONE TO A T."